
 

 

CERTIFICATE REPORT             July 2022 

 

ACCU 

 

ACCU prices declined this month as the new government made changes to the committee overseeing the 

integrity of the Carbon Market scheme. 

Labor accepted the, requested, resignations of three coalition appointed members of the Emissions 

Reduction Assurance Committee amid ongoing debate as to the quality of ACCUs being approved under the 

Emissions reduction Scheme. 

Perhaps it is these concerns that have resulted in the spot price falling. The market first traded $4.00 lower 

than June’s close, at $31.00, and dropped continuously to close at $28.00 on turnover of 240,000 certificates. 

HIR (Human Induced Regeneration) certificates traded at a significant premium to the spot market, closing at 

$34.00, another sign that market participants are trying to ensure that they purchase certificates that are 

provably reducing emissions. 

There were no reported forward trades. 

 

 



 

NSW ESCs 

 

ESC creation dropped following June’s end of Financial Year surge while market prices rallied. 

New certificate registrations for July fell to 148,400. 

The spot market opened unchanged at $31.50 but the reduced supply of certificates saw the price increase 

gradually over the month, reaching a high of $33.05 before closing at $33.00 on turnover of 244,000 ESCs.  

The market had anticipated a slew of new certificates from the installation of refrigerated cabinets following 

that method’s cancellation in Victoria. However that did not eventuate so far as the creation caps imposed 

by the regulator have ensured that registration will not be a quick process. On Friday 29th the regulator then 

sent an email announcing that they would greatly rein in ESC creation under the method, imposing a $250 

co-payment and a reduction in certificates granted per installation. While this has not killed this method of 

certificate creation it will ensure that far fewer ESCs will be forthcoming from August 1st.  

The forward market saw 533,000 certificates trade for delivery from late July to December 2023. By month’s 

end the curve had an upward slope with trades settling this quarter trading in line with the spot price while 

further maturities attracted a premium rising to around $1.00 by the end of 2023.  

                                                                                      

                                                          

 



              

 

 

 

 

 



 

Renewable Energy Certificates 

LGC prices were mixed across the curve this month as we saw trades all the way to the end of the RET.. 

The spot price opened 75 cents up, at $50.00, and continued to rise for most of the month, reaching a high of 

$51.25 before settling only slightly lower at $51.00 on volume of 750,000 LGCs. 

Calendar 2022 (February 2023 delivery) followed the spot trend, opening at $50.50 and climbing to $52.75 

before closing at $51.80, a gain of $1.05 on turnover of 640,000 certificates. Calendar 2023 shed 50 cents to 

finish at $48.25 on turnover of 390,000 while Calendar 2024 dropped the most, losing $1.80 to close at $41.10 

on turnover of 80,000 LGCs.  

Calendar 2025 closed 75 cents up at $36.75 on 380,000 certificates, Calendar 2026 lost 75 cents finishing at 

$33.25 on turnover of 325,000 LGCs. Calendar 2027 traded 95,000 certificates, closing 10 cents lower at $26.00 

while Calendar 2028 added 25 cents, trading 85,000 LGCs at $21.75. Calendar 2029 opened at $17.00 and 

closed at $17.75, trading 60,000 certificates while Calendar 2030 also traded 60,000 LGCs, opening at $15.00 

and closing at $15.75. 

 

         

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 



 

 

                                                                                                                                                       

Small Technology Certificates (STC) 

 

STC creation dropped this month while certificate prices continued to trade sparsely near the 

Clearing House cap price. 

New certificate registration fell to 2.845 million this month and there was a considerable deficit in 

the Clearing House of over 5.6 million STCs at month’s end after the second quarter surrender was 

finalised. 

The spot market saw 81,000 certificates trade between a low of $39.90 and a high of $40.05. 

In forward market trading 1.59 million STCs dealt for delivery from November this year to the end of 

2023, with the vast majority of these deals for settlement in 2023. Deals settling late this year traded 

at $39.85 while those for next year were struck between $39.60 and $39.65. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                                                         VIC VEECs 

VEEC prices declind this week as creation continues to add to the oversupply of certificates. 

New registrations came in at 621,000 this month, a considerabe drop from last month’s Refrigerated 

Cabinet induced 1.5 million. This pace, however, is still more than required to meet the surrender 

target. 

There were no sudden announcements this month so the market was a little more sedate. The spot 

price actually opened 25 cents higher, at $79.25, but that was the month’s high. From there buyers 

were hard to find and trading was sporadic  with many days where no trades took place.  The price 

dropped steadily to close at the low of $67.75. Turnover was reported at 330,000 VEECs. 

The forward market saw just 268,000 certificates trade for delivery from late July this year to July 

2023. The curve sloped upwards with deals for settlement in 2023 attracting a premium of 50cents 

to $1.0 over the spot price as maturity increased.  

   

       



 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

    


